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Bricks and rubble lie in piles on the ground where houses 
once stood in Kawama, DRC 26 November 2009.

The rubble has been removed, but the walls of the partially 
demolished structures visible in the above picture still stand 
in front of the Luisiwishi mine in Kawama, DRC almost 
five years after the demolition of hundreds of homes and 
structures in November 2009. This photograph was taken in 
September 2014.  
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IntRoDUCtIon

“I request your high-level intervention to make the area secure”
                     (Je sollicite votre haute intervention pour sécuriser les lieux) 

- Letter from the President of the Forrest Group (the owner of the mine’s operating company) to the Governor of Katanga on 2 november 2009

On 24 and 25 November 2009 police in the Katanga province of the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (DRC) sent bulldozers into the village of Kawama and ordered the demolition of hundreds 
of homes.1 The people of Kawama were given no notice of the demolitions,2 and there was no legal 
basis for them.3 People were left homeless and many lost their livelihoods as a direct consequence. 
The demolitions constitute forced evictions, which are illegal under international human rights law. 

FoRCeD eVICtIons AnD HUMAn RIGHts LAW
A forced eviction is the removal of people against their will from the homes or land they occupy without legal 
protections and other safeguards. It is a violation of the right to adequate housing.

Under international human rights law, evictions may only be carried out as a last resort, once all other feasible 
alternatives to eviction have been explored in genuine consultation with all affected people and appropriate 
procedural protections are in place. Such legal protections and safeguards include: adequate and reasonable 
notice for affected people; adequate information; compensation for losses; measures to ensure people are not 
made homeless or vulnerable to other human rights violations; and the provision of legal remedies.

Forced evictions can also lead to a range of other human rights violations; for example when people’s liveli-
hoods are destroyed or they lose access to essential services such as education and health care.

Kawama is located on the outskirts of Katanga’s main city, Lubumbashi, and is beside the Luiswishi 
copper and cobalt mine.4 The Kawama village has been inhabited for many decades, at least since 
1950, and its permanent residents engage in subsistence farming, make charcoal and run small 
businesses. Many artisanal miners, known in the DRC as creuseurs, had moved to Kawama in the 
weeks before the demolitions. The police orally gave the creuseurs notice to leave. This notice did 
not mention demolitions and did not mention any action against the permanent residents. 

On 24 November, police initiated an operation to clear the Kawama area of crueseurs who were 
allegedly stealing from the Luiswishi mine.5  Some creuseurs reportedly became violent and an 
order was given – by a senior official of the Provincial Ministry of the Interior of Katanga – to bring in 
bulldozers and demolish buildings and temporary structures.6  The scope of this order was unclear 
but the police acted on it. They demolished the temporary homes of creuseurs and many of the 
brick homes and businesses of permanent residents. The basis on which buildings were selected for 
demolition is not known. The police returned to Kawama on 25 November and, again without notice, 
carried out further demolitions and forced evictions. 

The bulldozers used at Kawama were not government vehicles; they were part of the mining opera-
tions at the Luiswishi mine run by Compagnie Minière du Sud Katanga (CMSK). The bulldozers were 
operated by people working for the mining company.7 

At the time of the demolitions, CMSK was owned by Entreprise Générale Malta Forrest (EGMF), 
which held 60% of the shares, and La Générale des Carrières et des Mines (Gécamines), a state-
owned company which held the remaining 40%.8 EGMF was the operating partner at the Luiswishi 
mine and its bulldozers were used in the demolitions.9  EGMF is a fully owned subsidiary of the 
Belgian company Group Forrest International (the Forrest Group).10 The security operation had been 
requested by the Forrest Group.11  

.
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Following the demolitions and forced evictions hundreds of people were left homeless. No alterna-
tive housing was provided, and some people were compelled to live in the open, while others found 
shelter with family or friends. Between 26 February and 6 March 2010, CMSK provided creuseurs 
with some limited financial “assistance” as part of an agreement under which they would leave the 
village.12  Neither the government nor the company provided any assistance or compensation to the 
permanent residents of Kawama who lost their homes and livelihoods.13  

An official criminal investigation into the destruction of property at Kawama was carried out by the 
Assistant Public Prosecutor (Avocat Général) of Lubumbashi, who took statements from several of 
the police officers, as well as the drivers of the EGMF vehicles involved in the demolition and other 
witnesses. Although the investigation was completed, and the investigating prosecutor found evi-
dence of illegal destruction of property, none of the alleged perpetrators have been charged.14  

The Forrest Group, when challenged by Amnesty International on the role played by EGMF in the 
demolitions, has stated that only temporary structures belonging to the creuseurs - who the com-
pany describes as having “invaded” the village and mine - were demolished, and that no homes of 
villagers were affected.15 The company has also said that it believes these demolitions were legal.16 
This report shows that neither of these claims by the company is accurate.

In this report – published five years after the demolitions – Amnesty International presents new 
evidence exposing the scale of the 2009 demolitions at Kawama. The report demonstrates how the 
demolition of the temporary homes of creuseurs breached Congolese law and constituted a human 
rights violation. It also provides evidence that the homes of permanent residents of Kawama were 
demolished, in contravention of Congolese, regional and international law. 

tHe eVIDenCe

This evidence includes satellite images obtained and analysed by the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science on behalf of Amnesty International.17 The satellite images are from May 
2009 and May 2010, six months before and after the demolitions respectively; these are the closest 
available images to the date of the demolitions (24 and 25 November 2009). These images expose 
not only the number of buildings demolished but the pattern of destruction and the proportion of 
total buildings destroyed, information that was not previously available. They show, for example, that 
in the neighbourhood of Kawama closest to the mine site, 76% of all structures were destroyed. 

The report draws on a range of other evidence in addition to satellite images. Some aspects of the 
demolitions on 24 November 2009 were captured on video and this footage is analysed.18 Amnesty 
International researchers visited Kawama on four occasions between 2011 and 2014 and spoke with 
more than 60 residents as a group. They carried out one-to one interviews with 25 residents, includ-
ing the village Chief and community activists who are campaigning for compensation for the damage 
done to their homes.19 The report also draws on the files of the official criminal investigation into the 
demolitions, which are publicly available. 

Kawama comprises seven quartiers or neighbourhoods: only three - Lukuni-Gare, Bikwano and 
Sampasa – were affected by the forced evictions. Amnesty International researchers were able to 
visit Bikwano and Sampasa on four occasions between 2011 and 2014 and individually interviewed 
people who were affected by the house demolitions. Lukuni-Gare is situated to the west of the CMSK 
concession and only accessible by a road that passes through the concession. Amnesty Interna-
tional researchers who attempted to visit Lukuni-Gare in September 2014 were denied access by 
private security guards stationed at the gate to the mining concession. This was despite the fact 
that the researchers had obtained authorisation from the Adminstrateur de Territoire, the official 
in the Provincial Ministry of Interior responsible for the area including Kawama and the Luiswishi 
mine. Researchers delivered a letter to the CMSK headquarters in Lubumbashi requesting access 
to Lukuni-Gare, and returned on the following three days but were informed that the CMSK Director 
was not available to authorise the requested access. Researchers were able to meet 10 residents 
from Lukuni-Gare who travelled to the main part of Kawama. 
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Researchers also met with the Lubumbashi Public Prosecutor (Procureur Général), the current 
Assistant Public Prosecutor (Avocat Général), and the immediate former Assistant Public Prosecu-
tor who had investigated the Kawama case.20 They met with representatives of the Forrest group of 
companies on three occasions.21 Prior to publication Amnesty International wrote to the office of the 
Governor of Katanga,22 the police headquarters in Lubumbashi,23 the Provincial Minister of Interior,24 
the Forrest Group,25 CMSK,26 and Gécamines27 requesting their response to allegations about their 
involvement in the demolitions. Amnesty International wrote to the Ministry of Justice28 to request 
its explanation for the failure to prosecute those alleged to have ordered and carried out the demoli-
tions. On 17 November 2014 Forrest Group responded. The company denied that it was responsible 
for the events that took place at Kawama on 24 and 25 November 2009 stating that the operation 
had been carried out by the authorities.29 The company’s full response is available as Annex I of this 
report.

tHe CoMPAnIes InVoLVeD 
CMsK: Compagnie Minière du Sud Katanga - the company that runs the Luiswishi mine, which at the time 
of the demolitions was a joint venture company. 

eGMF: Entreprise Générale Malta Forrest - one of the two members of the CMSK joint venture. EGMF is a 
fully owned subsidiary of the Belgian company Group Forrest International. EGMF is incorporated in the 
DRC. EGMF was the operating entity within the CMSK joint venture and held 60% of CMSK until 2012 when 
it sold all of its shares to Gécamines. References in this report to “Forrest Group” include Group Forrest 
International and EGMF. 

Gécamines: La Générale des Carrières et des Mines - the state-owned mining company and second member 
of the joint venture. It held 40% of CMSK until 2012 when it acquired the totality of the shares in CMSK.

A red cross flag hangs on a wall left 
standing in the remains of a medical 
centre following the demolition of 
hundreds of homes and structures in 
Kawama, DRC, 26 November 2009.
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1/ tHe DeMoLItIons AnD FoRCeD  
eVICtIons At KAWAMA

BACKGRoUnD 

The Kawama village has been inhabited for many decades, at least since 1950,30 and its permanent 
residents (also referred to as ‘villagers’) engage in subsistence farming, make charcoal and run small 
businesses. During October and November 2009 hundreds of artisanal miners took up temporary 
residence in and around Kawama and began unlawfully extracting copper and cobalt from the 
Luiswishi mine.31 

On 2 November 2009 Forrest Group contacted the Provincial Governor of Katanga to request as-
sistance in dealing with the influx of creuseurs and the alleged theft of minerals and equipment.32 
According to Forrest Group (see box for explanation of company structure and relationships), they 
asked only that the authorities prevent the creuseurs accessing the mine site.33 Between 17 and 
22 November the Mine Police (a section of the State police responsible for policing mines) came to 
the area and told the creuseurs to leave. The police warned people – using megaphones – that they 
would remove any creuseurs who did not leave.34 Both the company and the villagers confirm that 
there was no notification of any plans to evict villagers or demolish their homes.35  

tHe eVents oF 24 noVeMBeR 2009

At dawn on 24 November 2009 the Mine Police came to Kawama to clear out the creuseurs who 
had not left. What happened next is unclear. According to the company, creuseurs and police 
clashed as the police operation began. According to members of the community and a journalist 
who later examined the case, the police demanded entry to people’s homes to search for stolen 
minerals.36 However the police did not have search warrants and the villagers were unwilling to have 
their homes searched.37 Some villagers acknowledged, in interviews with Amnesty International, that 
unlawfully obtained minerals were hidden in some of the houses. A truck belonging to EGMF was set 
on fire – allegedly by the creuseurs. Forrest Group also reported that mine workers were attacked as 
they arrived for work.38 The situation deteriorated and, according to some accounts, shots were fired 
but Amnesty International was not able to confirm this.

Police reinforcements were called and around 300 police and military personnel were sent to the 
site to assist the Mine Police. 39 They arrived at around 8am. The police then requisitioned the EGMF 
bulldozers and a mechanical digger and ordered the drivers of the vehicles to enter Kawama. At the 
point when the demolitions began - around 9 am40 - a senior EGMF official, and a senior official from 
the Provincial Ministry of the Interior were present and observing the situation.41  

According to some of those later interviewed by the Assistant Public Prosecutor – including the 
senior official from the mine who is identified as an EGMF employee, and the Chief of Kawama - the 
original order to use the EGMF vehicles and carry out demolitions was given by the senior official 
from the Provincial Ministry of the Interior. The police then supervised operations under the direction 
of a senior commander of the Mine Police.42 

In his testimony to the Assistant Public Prosecutor, the senior official from the Provincial Ministry of 
the Interior confirmed that he had asked the creuseurs to leave in the days before the demolitions. 
Once the unrest broke out on 24 November 2009, he and senior police officials decided that they 
would have to remove the creuseurs for security reasons. It was, he said, “a political action of great 
necessity” (C’est une action politique d’une très grande nécessité) that was of “benefit to the popula-
tion” (C’est une mission salutaire pour la population).43  

Amnesty International wrote to the Provincial Ministry of Interior requesting their response to the 
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evidence contained in the dossier of the Assistant Public Prosecutor, including the evidence that an 
official of the Provincial Ministry of Interior ordered unplanned demolitions that resulted in forced 
evictions. At the time of printing this report, no response had been received.

Forrest Group has stated to Amnesty International that the police gave the bulldozer drivers no 
choice but to comply with their directions to enter Kawama and demolish structures.44 The com-
pany, in a letter to Amnesty International dated 6 June 2013, claimed that the police were both 
nervous and angry following clashes with the creuseurs.45 The Forrest Group stated that they wanted 
to “…put into context the nervousness of the police force, the violence of requisition and the impos-
sibility of the employees to stand up to the armed police...”. The company also stated that: “Neither 
the company nor its employees and subsidiaries were aware of the plans of the mining police. Each 
employee ….acted only under duress, threat and fear.”46

The police – directing the drivers of the bulldozers and other requisitioned vehicles – went on to de-
molish hundreds of structures including both the temporary homes of creuseurs and the permanent 
homes and businesses of village residents.47 As noted earlier, only three neighbourhoods in Kawama 
were affected. It is not clear on what basis the police limited operations to these three neighbour-
hoods. According to community members a representative of CMSK later told them that only the 
three affected neighbourhoods lie within the CMSK concession and they believe this may be why the 
demolitions were limited to these areas.48  

Not all of the buildings in the three affected neighbourhoods were destroyed, and it is not clear 
how the police selected the buildings for demolition. Some villagers believe that the police ordered 
the demolition of houses where they thought creuseurs were renting rooms. However, those whose 
homes were demolished included people who had rented to creuseurs and those who said they had 
not been renting to anyone.49 It is highly improbable that the police were in a position to apply any 
criteria to the demolitions as they were – by the accounts of all parties – unplanned.50

Some Kawama residents told Amnesty International that they tried to pay the police not to demol-
ish their homes while others claim they were asked to pay bribes to police officers to prevent their 
houses being knocked down. One woman – a resident of Kawama who was still living in the commu-
nity in 2013 – described how her home was demolished: 

“I was given 15 minutes [by the police] to pull out my stuff from my house – no further 
explanation. I thought they were joking – I did not believe the police and bulldozers would 
actually knock my house down. But when I realised they would, the police asked me to give 
them US$200. They said that if I paid US$200 they would not fully destroy the house and only 
partially knock it down.”51  

The woman says she gave the police officers some money, but they still destroyed her house. 

A man whose house was demolished said that he paid 12,000 Congolese francs (approximately USD 
$14 at the time52) to the police after being asked for a bribe. The police took the money and left his 
house untouched. However, later in the day other police officers came and ordered that the house 
be demolished.53  Amnesty International asked the police to comment on the allegations of soliciting 
bribes. However, at the time of printing this report no response had been received.

Other people whose homes were destroyed say they were not asked for bribes but that police officers 
ignored their pleas and demolished their homes, giving them little or no time to remove any belongings.

The destruction of houses was confirmed by police officers who later gave evidence to the inves-
tigation established by the Assistant Public Prosecutor. A senior police officer, described in the 
Assistant Public Prosecutor’s dossier as an operation commander (commandant des opérations), 
gave testimony to the Assistant Public Prosecutor in which he admitted that the police had not 
carried out any identification of which houses were used by the creuseurs prior to the operation 
but said that was because they only had orders to remove the creuseurs, not to demolish houses.54 
The Assistant Public Prosecutor asked him why he had not taken action to prevent the destruction 
of the houses, given that he did not have orders to demolish them. The police officer responded 
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that his superior officer and other public law enforcement entities were also present, so it was 
not up to him.55 

Another senior police officer, described as the Battalion Commander of the Military Police (Comman-
dant Bataillon Police Militaire), in his testimony to the Assistant Public Prosecutor, stated that when 
he arrived at Kawama and saw that houses were being demolished he shouted at the senior official 
from the Provincial Ministry of the Interior that the order to demolish was “illegal and unjust, as they 
did not have a written order to use force from the Public Prosecutor” (l’ordre qu’il avait donné était 
illégal et injuste, parce qu’il n’avait pas la réquisition du ministère public).56 

There appears to have been confusion on the day amongst police officers as to what their original or-
ders were. Police officers from different branches of the police gave differing accounts to the Assist-
ant Public Prosecutor about the orders they had received. A police officer described as the Deputy 
Inspector (Inspecteur adjoint) of the riot police (GMI – Group mobile d’intervention) had orders to 
provide support to the Mine Police57; the officer described as an operation commander had received 
instructions to remove the creuseurs58; and the officer described as a Battalion Commander of the 
Military Police (Commandant Bataillon Police Militaire) had gone to Kawama to investigate reports 
that shots had been fired.59 None of those officers who gave testimony to the Prosecutor reported 
having orders to demolish buildings. As noted above, on 24 November this order was only given on 
the day as events unfolded.

The events at Kawama on 24 November 2009 were captured on video: one piece of footage available 
on YouTube60 and another broadcast on Radio Television Wantashi61 on the day of the demolitions 
(and later used as part of a longer programme aired in 2011).62 The footage shown on Radio Televi-
sion Wantashi shows brick buildings, including houses and a restaurant, as well as some wooden 
structures, being destroyed by bulldozers while police officers look on. Villagers are shown standing 
in front of piles of their belongings and there is an interview with a man, who angrily denounces the 
demolition and denies any wrongdoing on the villagers’ part. The man is standing in front of a struc-
ture, which appears to have been burnt down. The villagers are clearly angry and distraught.63

A bulldozer demolishes a  house during the 
forced eviction of hundreds of residents at 
Kawama, DRC on 24 November 2009.  
Picture taken from a video of the events.
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The second video of the demolitions, taken by a local activist and available on YouTube, shows 
both brick houses and what appear to be more temporary structures being destroyed. In the video 
people’s belongings, including electrical appliances and other furniture associated with buildings, 
can be seen being taken outside by police or people themselves. People are clearly in great distress 
and the scene is one of chaos. Armed police officers are seen lifting a child away from, and dragging 
a young boy out of, what appears to be the same brick house, apparently in order to demolish it. The 
footage of the demolitions in both the videos is short – 2.33 minutes in the news report and 2.53 
minutes for the YouTube video – and therefore only provides a brief view of events. However, what is 
shown supports the testimony of the villagers.64 

A non-governmental organisation based in Lubumbashi visited Kawama on 26 November 2009 and 
took photographs. These pictures, some reproduced here, show piles of rubble where buildings ap-
pear to have previously stood, partially demolished brick structures and some other buildings, which 
look untouched. The demolished structures do not appear to be grouped together, but are scattered 
throughout the village. Caterpillar track marks are visible. The photographs also show how residents 
whose houses have been demolished or partially demolished used plastic sheeting, corrugated sheet 
metal and debris from the demolition to construct temporary shelters in which to live. One of the 
photographs shows a partially demolished hotel, which is also listed in the file prepared by the As-
sistant Public Prosecutor (see next page). 

The demolitions and police action at Kawama on 24 November 2009 went on for approximately 
eight hours, from about 9am to 5pm.65

tHe FoRCeD eVICtIons At LUKUnI-GARe on 25 noVeMBeR

The following day, on 25 November 2009, commencing at 8am, the police carried out further 
demolitions of homes at Kawama – this time in the neighbourhood of Lukuni-Gare, located to the 
west of the mine. According to residents, the police arrived with bulldozers and immediately started 
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Security forces in the village of Kawama, 
DRC during the forced eviction of hun-
dreds of residents on 24 November 2009.
Picture taken from a video of the events. 
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demolishing houses with no attempt made to identify specific houses.66 No notice of the demolitions 
had been given.67 Once again, the bulldozers had been requisitioned from the Luiswishi mine by the 
police. In his testimony to the Assistant Public Prosecutor, the senior EGMF official asserted that the 
police returned to the mine and again “threateningly” (en me proférant de menaces) demanded the 
use of the bulldozers, which they escorted into Lukuni-Gare to continue the demolitions.68 According 
to eyewitness testimony given to the Assistant Public Prosecutor, a senior commander of the Mine 
Police was in charge of the operation.69

eVIDenCe FRoM tHe sAteLLIte IMAGes oF KAWAMA

Satellite imagery acquired and analysed by the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence (AAAS) and shown here reveals four critical facts about the events at Kawama: the number of 
buildings removed; the pattern of destruction; the proportion of structures removed compared to the 
total number of structures in the affected areas; and the number of structures rebuilt. 

The satellite images are from May 2009 and May 2010, six months before and after the demoli-
tions respectively; these are the closest available images to the date of the demolitions (24 and 25 
November 2009). The images show all the structures in the area, including buildings, which were 
larger than 2 x 2 metres.

The images show that 387 structures were removed from the three affected neighbourhoods be-
tween 31 May 2009 and 15 May 2010. No other events that involved the destruction of structures 
at Kawama have been reported by any of the actors involved (villagers, local authorities, company) 
and therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the hundreds of structures which the satellite images 
show as ‘removed’ were demolished during the events of November 2009. The image of May 2009 
shows that the 387 structures, later seen to have been removed in the May 2010 image, had been 
present in the village in May 2009 — prior to the arrival of a large number of creuseurs in Kawama.

Rubble and brick lie amongst the remains of a par-
tially demolished hotel after the forced eviction in 
Kawama, DRC. The hotel is listed in the census of 
victims and their losses compiled by the Assistant 
Public Prosecutor. 26 November 2006.
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right: In Bikwano and Sampasa, between 31 May 2009 (A) and 15 
May 2010 (B), 152 structures were removed (red dots) and 128 
structures were added (blue dots) to Sampasa. During the same time 
period, 73 structures were removed and 173 structures were added 
to Bikwano. Green dots represent structures present on both dates. 
Coordinates 27.445 E, 11.505 S

below: In Lukuni-Gare, between 31 May 2009 (A) and 15 May 2010 
(B), 162 structures were removed (red dots) and 76 structures were 
added (blue dots), while 50 structures appear in both images (green 
dots). Coordinates 27.431 E, 11.511 S.
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above: The seven neighbourhoods of Kawama
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The 387 structures removed in the Lukuni-Gare, Bikwano and Sampasa neighbourhoods represent 
close to two-thirds of the 617 structures that were in these neighbourhoods in May 2009. 

Number of structures 
before demolitions

Structure 
removed

Structures  
addded % removed

Lukuni-Gare 212 162 76 76%

Sampasa 220 152 128 69%

Bikwano 185 73 173 40%

The satellite images provide clear evidence that not only were hundreds of structures destroyed, the 
structures demolished were spread all over the village. In this regard, the satellite images, obtained 
after Amnesty International’s visits to the area in 2011, 2012 and 2013, are consistent with the testi- 
mony of the villagers given during those visits, and contradict claims made by the company (see below). 

The pattern of destruction shows that the bulldozers and other vehicles had to move around the 
neighbourhoods of Lukuni-Gare, Bikwano and Sampasa, in between homes built close to each other. 
Those driving and operating the large vehicles had no forewarning that they would have to operate 
the vehicles in such a difficult setting; on 24 November 2009 the demolitions were by all accounts 
unplanned. The risk to human life and property, when bulldozers are used in such a context, is high. 
There were several unconfirmed reports of people injured during the demolitions, mainly due to be-
ing hit by falling bricks.70  

Residents of Lukuni-Gare told researchers that on 25 November 2009 no attempt was made by 
the police to identify any of the houses as belonging to creuseurs and that the demolitions began 
as soon as the bulldozers arrived. The satellite images show that 76% of structures were removed 
from the Lukuni-Gare settlement, a higher percentage than the other two affected neighbourhoods, 
Sampasa and Bikwano, where 69% and 40% of structures were removed respectively. 

While the order to demolish the houses at Sampasa and Bikwano appears to have been given on 24 
November, the return of the police on 25 November 2009 suggests that the demolitions carried out 
on 25 November were premeditated.

When Amnesty International interviewed community members both in August 2013, before the or-
ganization obtained the satellite images shown here, and again in September 2014, they stated that 
many Kawama villagers had built new homes after the evictions. Researchers were taken to the sites 
of some of the new buildings in Bikwano and Sampasa and people explained where their former 
homes had been and showed researchers the new structures.71  

The satellite image of May 2010 also shows that there was considerable rebuilding at Kawama after 
the demolitions. In the areas of Lukuni-Gare, Bikwano and Sampasa, where 387 structures were 
removed, 377 were added by 15 May 2010.72 

tHe PRoseCUtoR’s InVestIGAtIon

The forced evictions at Kawama were serious enough to attract considerable attention. In December 
2009 the Public Prosecutor (Procureur Général) of Lubumbashi opened a criminal investigation. Be-
tween December 2009 and February 2010 the Assistant Public Prosecutor (Avocat Général), carried 
out an investigation into the events at Kawama. He took statements from police officers, company 
representatives and other witnesses. As noted above, these statements include claims by police of-
ficers that the demolitions were not planned and acknowledgement that houses were destroyed. 

The files, which are publicly available,73 allege that an official of the Provincial Ministry of the Interior 
who was present during the operation on 24 November 2009 ordered the demolitions and that the 
senior police officers present were unwilling or unable to stop the demolitions, even though they 
knew they did not have authorization to demolish homes. 
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The investigation of the Assistant Public Prosecutor – conducted several years before Amnesty 
International and AAAS obtained the satellite images – established that 421 structures were demol-
ished, the majority of which were made out of brick, and which included hotels, restaurants and a 
health centre. AAAS was unaware of the data in the files of the Assistant Public Prosecutor when the 
organization analysed the satellite images. 

Whereas the Assistant Public Prosecutor identified 421 demolished structures, the satellite images 
identified 387 removed structures. It is significant that the Assistant Public Prosecutor’s figure, ar-
rived at within three months of the events on 24 November 2009, and the figure obtained from the 
satellite images of May 2010 (i.e. an independent source of data that was established after the As-
sistant Public Prosecutor’s investigation) are very similar. The satellite images might not have identi-
fied 34 removed structures counted by the Assistant Public Prosecutor for the following reasons: 
cloud cover obscured some part of the area in the satellite images; the satellite images were taken 
six months after the demolitions and some people may have rebuilt in the exact location of their de-
molished homes; and the satellite images only include structures larger than 2 x 2 metres, whereas 
the Assistant Public Prosecutor counted all structures, including those of one room.74  

In September 2014 Amnesty International spoke to the now retired Assistant Public Prosecutor who 
carried out the investigation. He confirmed that, as part of his investigation, he had visited the vil-
lage of Kawama to establish how many buildings were destroyed. He also confirmed that the build-
ings destroyed included permanent buildings that were the homes and businesses of the villagers 
of Kawama.75 

Although the file includes evidence of human rights violations, including forced evictions and viola-
tions of the right to work, the authorities took no further action and no charges were brought follow-
ing the gathering of testimonies. This issue is picked up again in Chapter 3.

FoRRest GRoUP CLAIMs ABoUt tHe DeMoLItIons At KAWAMA

The Forrest Group has repeatedly claimed that the police only demolished “shacks” (cabanes) 
belonging to creuseurs.76  The Director General of CMSK (at the time Forrest Group was the majority 
shareholder) stated that: “The public authorities ordered a completely legal demolition of the erected 
shacks on the mining site and its surrounding areas.” (les autorités ont ordonné en toute légalité la 
démolition des cabanes érigées sur le site minier et dans ses environs et alentours).77   

However, Amnesty International could not find any evidence of a legal basis for the demolition of the 
homes of the creuseurs. 

The company has repeatedly denied that the homes of villagers were affected by the demolitions. In 
a letter dated 6 June 2013, they told Amnesty International: “after the evacuation of the ‘creuseurs’ 
the police proceeded to destroy their encampment. According to our sources, no villagers’ structure 
was touched by the operation of the mining police.”78 Several different pieces of evidence contradict 
the claims of the company.

First, as noted earlier, police officers who gave testimony to the Assistant Public Prosecutor also 
confirmed the destruction of houses. Second, the Assistant Public Prosecutor visited Kawama in 
the weeks following the demolitions and confirmed that the homes and businesses of villagers of 
Kawama were demolished. Third, the satellite images show that the removed buildings were spread 
across the three affected neighbourhoods and not, as claimed by Forrest Group, contained in a 
single encampment of creuseurs at Lukuni-Gare and another encampment in the main part of Ka-
wama.79 Fourth, the satellite images show that 387 structures that were removed had been present 
in May 2009, at least four months before the date when Forrest Group considers a large number of 
creuseurs arrived. And finally, there is the video and photographic evidence presented in this report.

A full examination of Forrest Group’s claims and the responsibility of the Forrest Group companies is 
presented in Chapter 2.
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Alexandre Kamara used to run a 
small business out of his house, but 
both the house and the business 
were destroyed in the demolition in 
November 2009.  When Amnesty 
International researchers visited 
Kawama in 2014, he was still living 
in a tent made of plastic sheeting 
and had been unable to restart his 
business or rebuild his house due 
to a lack of resources. Photograph 
taken 22 September 2014.

above: Brigitte Mukand from Lukuni-Gare had a house and 
a restaurant, which she lost in the demolitions of November 
2009. She has been unable to rebuild her restaurant due 
to the cost, but has constructed a small house. She now 
makes a living from farming and making charcoal.  
Photograph taken 25 September 2014

above right: Ernest Malanji Toundra (referred to as ‘Joe 
Toundra’) standing outside his home which was demolished 
on 24 November 2009. Photograph taken 22 April 2012

right: Itala Marguerite and Jeanne Mujinga stand near their 
homes and explain the effect of the demolition on them. 
Photograph taken 22 April 2012
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tHe IMPACt oF tHe DeMoLItIons:  
PeoPLe LeFt HoMeLess, LIVeLIHooD UnDeRMIneD

Those who lost their homes at Kawama made a variety of temporary living arrangements in the im-
mediate aftermath of the demolitions. Some people moved in with neighbours or family members; 
others lived in the rubble of their homes and attempted to rebuild. Many people rebuilt their homes, 
some within months, others taking considerable time to complete the work as they could not afford 
the costs. When Amnesty International first visited Kawama in October 2011, researchers met a 
number of families living under plastic sheeting. 

Amnesty International visited the area again in September 2012 and August 2013 as people contin-
ued to rebuild; many spoke of the difficulties of finishing their homes because of the cost of windows 
and doors. During Amnesty International’s last visit in September 2014, some people were still living 
in tents made of plastic sheeting. 

Alexandre Kamara has lived in Kawama since 1958 and moved to his current plot in the Bikwano 
neighbourhood in December 1989. He used to run a small business out of his house, but both the 
house and the business were destroyed in the November 2009 demolitions. He has been unable to 
restart his business or rebuild his house due to a lack of resources and lives in a tent made of plastic 
sheeting.80 In the Assistant Public Prosecutor’s file there is an evaluation of the losses suffered by 
Alexandre Kamara, which includes a house of four rooms, one of two rooms, two kiosks and a struc-
ture serving as a small cinema. In total, his immediate losses were valued at USD $6,500.

For many people the loss of their home also meant the loss of their livelihood. This in turn had an 
impact on their ability to rebuild (as in Alexandre Kamara’s case, above) or their ability to pay for 
other essentials.

Brigitte Mukand from Lukuni-Gare had a house and a restaurant, which the Mine Police destroyed. 
She is a widow and the restaurant had been her only source of income. She now makes a living from 
farming and making charcoal. Brigitte told researchers that finding food for her family to eat is a 
problem. Five of her children were attending school prior to the demolition; since the demolition, she 
still has not amassed the necessary resources to pay school fees and the necessary transport costs. 
She has been unable to rebuild her restaurant due to the cost of building a structure for this pur-
pose, but has constructed a small house. Prior to the demolition, two of her sons and their families 
lived in her house; but following the demolition there was insufficient space for them and they had 
to move to Lubumbashi. Brigitte told researchers that she has to keep her possessions outside the 
house due to lack of space.81 

Another woman described how, after her three-roomed house was demolished, her family lived in 
a tent made of plastic for three years and during this time her children were unable to go to school 
due to a lack of resources. She was able to construct a new house in May 2012 at the cost of 
250,000 CFC (approximately USD $262).82  
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2/ FoRCeD eVICtIons –  
HUMAn RIGHts VIoLAtIons

stAte oBLIGAtIons

The DRC is a party to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). 
Article 11 of the ICESCR guarantees the right to adequate housing. The UN Committee on Econom-
ic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), the expert body that provides authoritative guidance on the 
implementation of the ICESCR, has clarified the obligations of States parties to respect, protect and 
fulfil the right to adequate housing.83 Forced evictions are a violation of the right to adequate housing 
and other human rights.

A forced eviction is the removal of people against their will from the homes or land they occupy with-
out legal protections and other safeguards. Under international human rights law, evictions may only 
be carried out as a last resort, once all other feasible alternatives to eviction have been explored in 
genuine consultation with all affected people and appropriate procedural protections are in place.84 
Such legal protections and safeguards include:

n Genuine consultation with all those affected.

n Adequate and reasonable notice for affected people prior to the eviction.

n Information on the proposed evictions and, where applicable, on the alternative purpose for which 
the land or housing is to be used, to be made available in reasonable time to all those affected.

n Government officials or their representatives to be present during the evictions.

n Anyone carrying out the eviction to be properly identified.

n Evictions not to take place in particularly bad weather or at night unless the affected people consent.

n Provision of legal remedies.

n Provision, where possible, of legal aid to people who are in need of it to seek redress from the courts. 85 

Governments must also ensure that no one is rendered homeless or vulnerable to the violation of 
other human rights as a consequence of eviction. Adequate alternative housing should be provided 
for people who cannot provide for themselves.86 People must receive compensation for all losses.87 
The authorities must ensure adequate planning to avoid causing injury or damage. Forced evictions 
or house demolitions may not be carried out as a punitive measure.88 

Not every eviction that is carried out by force constitutes a forced eviction – if all the legal protections 
and safeguards required under international law are complied with, and if the use of force is propor-
tionate and reasonable, then the eviction would not violate the prohibition on forced evictions.

None of the safeguards required under international law were observed at Kawama: people were not 
given any notice; the demolitions were unplanned; people were made homeless as a result. 

The DRC is also party to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights. The African  
Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, a body charged with overseeing the  
implementation of the Charter, has affirmed that forced evictions contravene the African Charter,  
in particular Articles 14 and 16 on the right to property and the right to health, and Article  
18(1) on the state’s duty to protect the family.89

Under Congolese law, a structure can only be demolished by the authorities following a court judge-
ment that adjudges on ownership of land; and on the basis of a written order to use force from a 
Public Prosecutor. According to the Assistant Public Prosecutor who investigated the case, there was 
no basis in Congolese law for the demolitions and the police did not have written authorisation from 
any judicial or administrative authorities to remove any structures.90 
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The demolitions at Kawama constituted forced evictions – a violation of the right to adequate hous-
ing. That some homes were makeshift structures used by creuseurs does not diminish the fact that 
such evictions are unlawful under Congolese law, as well as African and international human rights 
law. A lawful eviction of the creuseurs from their temporary homes would still require that legal 
protections and safeguards against forced evictions were observed.91 These protections apply in all 
cases, whether or not people have a right to occupy the land on which they reside. The authorities 
therefore had a legal obligation to give adequate notice of their intention to evict the creuseurs and 
demolish their structures, consult with them and the community over the issue, and take all neces-
sary steps to avoid the use of force, and protect the people of Kawama. 

The creuseurs were not given adequate prior notice of the evictions. They were orally informed – ap-
proximately one week before the demolitions – that they should leave the area or would be removed 
by the police. There was no mention of demolition of homes or evictions.92  Being given information 
orally a week in advance does not provide affected people with adequate advance warning of the 
eviction. Such a short time period restricted their opportunity to make representations to the authori-
ties, seek legal redress and was insufficient for consultations on the evictions, resettlement and com-
pensation. To be adequate, the notice should have been in writing, addressed to specific affected 
individuals, specified the reasons for the eviction and its legal basis, indicated which authority would 
implement the eviction, and provided sufficient time to seek legal remedies and for consultations. 

The manner in which the demolitions were ordered on 24 November, after reported conflict between 
creuseurs and the security forces, raises serious questions about whether they were carried out as a 
punitive measure, in violation of international law.

In addition to the forced eviction the authorities did not take due regard for the safety of those living 
at Kawama. The police – without any prior planning or notice – took large vehicles into a village and 
proceeded to destroy hundreds of houses. Any eviction that involved sending police and heavy ma-
chinery into a populated area would require careful planning and consultation to minimise the use 
of force, give people the opportunity to retrieve their belongings and building materials, and prevent 
injury to persons. 

tHe CoRPoRAte ResPonsIBILItY to ResPeCt HUMAn RIGHts: 

FoRRest GRoUP’s RoLe

Companies have a responsibility to respect human rights. The scope and meaning of this responsi-
bility has been clarified in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs).93

According to the UNGPs: 

“The responsibility to respect human rights is a global standard of expected conduct for all busi-
ness enterprises wherever they operate. It exists independently of States’ abilities and/or willing-
ness to fulfil their own human rights obligations, and does not diminish those obligations. And it 
exists over and above compliance with national laws and regulations protecting human rights.” 94 

The responsibility to respect human rights requires that companies:

“Avoid causing or contributing to adverse human rights impacts through their own activities, 
and address such impacts when they occur” 95

In order to meet this responsibility, companies should put in place:

“A human rights due diligence process to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they 
have addressed their impacts on human rights”  and;

“Processes to enable the remediation of any adverse human rights impacts they cause or to 
which they contribute.”96
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These responsibilities are also clearly laid down in the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterpris-
es97 (OECD Guidelines) endorsed by all members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD). The OECD Guidelines require companies to act with due diligence to prevent 
their operations from causing or contributing to human rights abuses and to address adverse human 
rights impacts with which they are involved. 

In addition to the UNGPs and the OECD Guidelines, the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human 
Rights are a well-known international due diligence framework for extractive companies (oil, gas and 
mining) that engage with public and private security providers. The Voluntary Principles state:

“The ability to assess accurately risks present in a Company’s operating environment is critical 
to the security of personnel, local communities and assets; the success of the Company’s short 
and long-term operations; and to the promotion and protection of human rights.”98 

The Forrest Group’s website states that Forrest Group companies “encourage and respect, in their 
spheres of influence, the protection of the rights of man proclaimed in the United Nation’s Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights …”99 

The Forrest Group has repeatedly stated that it bears no responsibility for the demolitions at Kawa-
ma. The company has also stated that no villagers’ homes were demolished, that its bulldozers were 
requisitioned and that the drivers of those vehicles were acting under duress.100 Amnesty Interna-
tional examined the company’s claims in light of the UNGPs, the OECD Guidelines and the Voluntary 
Principles on Security and Human Rights. 

The events of 24 and 25 November 2009 were preceded by an influx of creuseurs and allegations of 
theft from the mine site. In order to address the problem the company requested the intervention of 

Almost five years after the demolition of homes and 
forced eviction of hundreds of residents in Kawama, 
DRC some people have been unable to fully rebuild their 
houses and still live in the partially demolished struc-
tures. Photograph taken 22 September 2014.
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the authorities at Kawama.101 EGMF has been active in Katanga since 1922.102 The Forrest Group is 
therefore well aware of the mining context in the region. This context includes clashes between creu-
seurs and Mine Police and other security agents over access to mine sites. In requesting a police 
action at Kawama, existing standards on business and human rights require Forrest Group to assess 
the risks to human rights. The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights state that risk 
assessment should consider the potential for violence and also the available human rights record 
of the public security forces. Amnesty International asked Forrest Group what action was taken, in 
light of the history of violent clashes between creuseurs and Mine Police, to ensure the operation 
planned for Kawama was carried out in a manner consistent with human rights. The company did 
not respond on this point.

A review of the events raises a number of questions about the company’s actions during the two-day 
operation, as well as subsequently.

On 24 November 2009 it is clear from all accounts that clashes between the police and the creu-
seurs (and possibly other people) began early in the morning. At this point a senior EGMF official 
was at the mine.103 This official was aware of the rapidly deteriorating situation, occurring in the 
context of a policing action which the company had requested and with which it was involved. 

All available evidence points to the demolitions going on for most of the day and continuing for a 
second day on 25 November 2009. It is reasonable to assume that senior officials of a company 
whose employees were being made - under fear and duress – to take large bulldozers into a village 
and demolish homes would be actively and urgently trying to stop such action. Yet there is no record 
of an attempt by the senior EGMF official who was on site on 24 November 2009, or any other em-
ployee of EGMF, CMSK or the Forrest Group to do this over the course of the two-day operation.104   

In order to carry out the demolition of homes the police required bulldozers and other vehicles. In 
responding to Amnesty International’s queries about why the company sent its bulldozers into the 
village, Forrest Group stated that its employees had no choice but to allow the police to use the 
equipment. The senior EGMF official who had been on site on 24 November 2009 told the Assistant 
Public Prosecutor that on both 24 and 25 November 2009, the police threatened him and this is 
why he gave them the bulldozers.105 

The testimony of some of the bulldozer drivers to the Assistant Public Prosecutor raises questions 
about how Forrest Group has portrayed the requisition of the vehicles. As noted earlier, Forrest 
Group described “the violence of requisition and the impossibility of the employees to stand up 
to the armed police….” and stated that “Each employee ….acted only under duress, threat and 
fear.”106 However, one driver testified to the Assistant Public Prosecutor that he was at work when 
the senior EGMF official ordered him to go to Kawama, where the police would tell him what he 
had to do.107 He obeyed the EGMF official. A second driver told the Assistant Public Prosecutor that 
the senior EGMF official told him to go to Kawama with the police officers for an operation that was 
unfinished.108   Both drivers were away from the immediate area and have testified that it was the 
senior EGMF official that ordered them to go to the site. A third driver testified that his operations 
manager (chef d’exploitation) gave him the order to go to Kawama to replace his colleague.109  None 
of the drivers mentions being forced by police to go to the village. Amnesty International has asked 
Forrest Group to explain the discrepancy in the description of the events, and why EGMF managers 
sent drivers to assist the police. The company did not respond on this point.

Even if, as Forrest Group has stated, the company employees had no choice but to comply with 
police demands – a version of events which is not entirely consistent with the accounts given to the 
Assistant Public Prosecutor – the company itself had a responsibility to avoid contributing to adverse 
human rights impacts. The company should have complained to the authorities after the event about 
the police’s coercive use of its staff and equipment in the commission of human rights violations. 
The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights advise that companies should record and 
report any abuses by public security that occur in their area of operation, actively monitor the status 
of investigations and press for their proper resolution. There is no evidence that EGMF, CMSK or 
Forrest Group took any of these actions. Amnesty International has asked Forrest Group to explain 
why it did not take action during either of the days of 24 or 25 November 2009 or subsequently to 
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strongly protest the misuse of its equipment and alleged coercion of its personnel. Responding to 
Amnesty International’s queries on this issue Forrest Group stated that the return of the police was 
“unforeseeable” and that following the requisition of the bulldozers on the second day, “on 25 No-
vember, the company contacted the provincial authorities to try to calm the situation down”.110 This 
action, as described by the Forrest Group, falls far short of what would be expected under interna-
tional standards.

As noted earlier, Forrest Group companies have acknowledged that the temporary homes of creuseurs 
were demolished. However, the company has made seemingly contradictory statements about this: 

n	 In a letter, dated 15 December 2009, from CMSK responding to the organization Action contre 
l’impunité pour les droits humains, the company stated that: “In order to put an end to the illegal oc-
cupation of the perimeter, the public authorities ordered a completely legal demolition of the erected 
structures on the mining site and its surrounding areas.”  (emphasis added) (c’est pour mettre un 
terme à l’occupation illégale et infractionnelle du périmètre susdit que les autorités ont ordonné en 
toute légalité la démolition des cabanes érigées sur le site minier et dans ses environs et alentours)

n	 In a letter to Amnesty International, dated 6 June 2013, Forrest Group claimed that there was “never 
a question of asking for an evacuation” of the village and went on to describe how the situation dete-
riorated, the police became angry and the company equipment was forcibly requisitioned, on the spot. 

Amnesty International has asked Forrest Group to explain why CMSK stated in 2009 that the demoli-
tions were “completely legal”, and how this claim is consistent with the facts and its later admission 
that the situation had been violent and demolitions unplanned. Forrest Group did not address this 
issue in its letter to Amnesty International.

Turning to the question of which homes were demolished, Forrest Group has repeatedly attempted 
to defend the action at Kawama by claiming that only temporary homes of creuseurs were destroyed. 
As noted above, the fact that the shelters of creuseurs were temporary does not mean that the 
demolitions were lawful. In this case they constituted forced evictions.

However, the community has consistently maintained that the homes of permanent residents were 
also destroyed. There is substantial evidence to support the community’s claims. Firstly, it is clear 
that brick buildings were demolished. This was evident in the video footage referred to earlier and in 
the photographs taken by a local NGO on 26 November 2009. Community members have repeated-
ly pointed out that the creuseurs who came from outside the area would not and did not build brick 
houses and the brick houses demolished belonged to local villagers. When pressed on the issue of 
brick buildings, Forrest Group officials, interviewed by Amnesty International in August 2013, agreed 
that brick structures were destroyed but still maintained that these were homes of creuseurs. How-
ever, Forrest Group itself has stated that the creuseurs arrived in Kawama in October and November 
2009, just months and weeks before the demolitions; it is not credible that people who arrived so 
recently would have had time to build brick homes. 

“According to our sources, no villagers’ structure was touched by  
the operation of the mining police.” 

Letter from Forrest Group to Amnesty International, 6 June 2013.

There is further evidence that the homes of villagers were demolished. This includes:

n The testimony given to the Assistant Public Prosecutor by various witnesses, cited earlier. 

n The confirmation of the Assistant Public Prosecutor himself in an interview with Amnesty International.

n Amnesty International interviews with three different and un-related actors who visited Kawama in 
the immediate aftermath of the demolitions. All of these actors confirm that brick houses belonging 
to residents were destroyed in addition to structures used by some creuseurs.111  

n The photographs taken by a local NGO and reproduced in this report.

n The video footage of the events of 24 November 2009.
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Finally, the satellite images also reveal important data: the satellite image from May 2009 provides 
a view of Kawama months before a large number of creuseurs arrived in the village. In the Lukuni-
Gare area of Kawama, 76% of all structures present in May 2009 were removed; in the northeast 
(Bikwano and Sampasa neighbourhoods) between 40% and 69% of all structures were removed. If 
all of these were the temporary homes of creuseurs then it would mean that in one area more than 
two-thirds of all homes were temporary shelters of creuseurs and in another part of Kawama more 
than half of all homes were temporary shelters – and that this was the case months before a large 
influx of creuseurs. The people of Kawama have repeatedly clarified that this was not the case and 
there is no evidence that such a situation existed at Kawama. 

Forrest Group has also stated that the creuseur’s “shacks” (cabanes) were grouped together in an 
encampment or encampments. However, the satellite images show this was not the case: the struc-
tures demolished were scattered throughout the three neighbourhoods of Lukuni-Gare, Bikwano 
and Sampasa and not in one ‘encampment’ or even in several encampments. The fact that the 
structures demolished were not in a clearly identifiable encampment is relevant to the company’s 
claim that the homes of villagers were not affected,112 as it is not plausible that the police and drivers 
could, without any prior planning, ensure that only homes of creuseurs were affected in a context 
where the homes of both creuseurs and villagers were intermingled. The company has also stated 
that the village Chief of Kawama helped the police to identify which structures should be demol-
ished, preventing any damage to the homes of villagers.113 The village Chief has consistently denied 
this.114 In both interviews with Amnesty International and his testimony to the Assistant Public 
Prosecutor,115 he confirmed that the homes of villagers were destroyed. 

Moreover, even if it had, somehow, been possible to identify the homes of creuseurs as distinct 
from the homes of villagers, the unplanned deployment of bulldozers in a village would pose a very 
serious risk of injury to persons and damage to property. Yet Forrest Group claims that the opera-
tion managed to avoid, not just the demolition of villagers’ homes, but any damage to the homes of 
villagers. Amnesty International put this point to Forrest Group, and asked the company to explain, 

Bricks and rubble and partially demolished  
structures lie where homes once stood in  
Kawama, DRC. Some residents constructed 
temporary shelters out of the rubble and plastic 
sheeting, 26 November 2009
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Those who lost their homes made a variety of temporary living arrange-
ments in the immediate aftermath of the demolitions. Some constructed 
temporary shelters out of the rubble, corrugated iron sheets and plastic 
sheeting, 26 November 2009. 
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in light of the evidence, how it can conclude that only temporary dwellings of creuseurs who came to 
the area in 2009 were demolished. The company did not address this issue in its letter of response 
to Amnesty International.

The rebuilding shown in the satellite images is also not consistent with claims that the structures 
demolished were temporary; 377 new structures were built. This is consistent with the accounts of 
villagers who said they rebuilt their homes. There is no evidence of creuseurs putting up new struc-
tures on a large scale in Kawama following the forced evictions. 

The demolitions carried out by police at Kawama violate the human rights obligations of the Con-
golese authorities. Forrest Group also bears responsibility for its failure to prevent or mitigate the 
human rights abuses that occurred in the context of a police operation linked to its mine site. The 
UNGPs and the OECD Guidelines both make clear that the responsibility of companies to respect 
human rights requires companies to act with due diligence to prevent abuse and to take remedial 
action after harm is caused. Forrest Group and its subsidiary EGMF did not act with due diligence to 
prevent or stop the demolitions or to remediate the harm caused to those affected, and the com-
panies have since maintained a version of events for which there is no credible evidence. This has 
compounded the human rights abuses experienced by the people of Kawama, as discussed below.

GéCAMInes’s RoLe

Gécamines owned 40% shares in CMSK at the time of the demolitions. However, even as a minor-
ity shareholder Gécamines had a responsibility to do everything in its power to ensure human rights 
were respected in the context of a police operation linked to the joint venture’s mine. There is no evi-
dence that any Gécamines staff were present at the site at the time of the events of November 2009. 
However, regardless of whether the company was present or not, or whether it was aware of the 
serious events that were unfolding at the mine site during 24 and 25 November, it could have taken 
measures to help remedy the harm caused by the demolitions. There is no evidence that Gécamines 
took any action to pursue inquires or remedial action in this case. Amnesty International wrote to 
Gécamines on 4 November 2014 but at the time of printing the report had not received a response.

Gécamines bears responsibility for its own failures to take steps to ensure that CMSK prevented, 
mitigated or adequately addressed the abuses that occurred in the context of police operations at its 
mine site. In 2012 Gécamines became the sole owner of CMSK. As such, it bears full responsibility 
for ensuring CMSK operations do not cause or contribute to further human rights abuses. 
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3/ A ReMeDY FoR tHe  
PeoPLe oF KAWAMA
When human rights violations occur, international law requires that the perpetrator is held accounta-
ble and the victim receives an effective remedy. This right to an effective remedy lies at the very core 
of international human rights law. The right to an effective remedy encompasses the victim’s right to:

n equal and effective access to justice;

n adequate, effective and prompt reparation for harm suffered; and

n access to relevant information concerning violations and reparation mechanisms.116

Reparations – or measures to repair the harm caused to victims of human rights violations – can 
take many forms. There are five recognized forms of reparation, which include a broad range of 
measures aimed at repairing the harm caused to survivors and victims: restitution, compensation, 
rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition.117 The actual reparation that should 
be provided in each case will depend on the nature of the right violated, the harm suffered and the 
wishes of those affected. The touchstone of reparation, however, is that it must seek to remove the 
consequences of the violation and, as far as possible, restore those who have been affected to the 
situation they would have been in had the violation not occurred. 118

The permanent residents of Kawama lost their belongings and homes in the forced eviction. They 
are entitled to a remedy. Whilst the creuseurs received a payment from the company, five years after 
the demolitions, the residents have received nothing and no charges have been brought against 
those involved in carrying out the forced eviction. A prosecution within the DRC as well as a com-
plaint against the Forrest Group to the Belgian government’s contact point on the application of the 
OECD Guidelines on Multinational Enterprises have both failed to secure effective remedy for those 
whose homes were demolished. 

InACtIon on tHe PRoseCUtoR’s InVestIGAtIon

In December 2009 the Public Prosecutor (Procureur Général) of Lubumbashi opened a criminal in-
vestigation. He appointed the Assistant Public Prosecutor (Avocat Général), Augustin Nzey, as presi-
dent of an investigation commission that comprised representatives from the police, the army and the 
Civil Guard. Augustin Nzey took statements from police officers, company representatives and other 
witnesses. Although the Assistant Public Prosecutor’s file includes evidence of human rights viola-
tions and raises serious questions about command and control of the police operation at Kawama, the 
authorities took no further action and no charges were brought following the gathering of testimonies. 
Augustin Nzey informed Amnesty International that he had been prepared to institute a prosecution 
under Article 110 of the DRC’s Penal Code. This provision specifies that a person who destroys or 
damages a building belonging to another person shall be punished by a prison term and/or a fine.119 

In 2012, when researchers met with the Assistant Public Prosecutor, he informed them that his 
investigation was complete and that he intended to fix a date to bring charges. He indicated that 
there were political pressures associated with the investigation. No action was taken on the case and 
Augustin Nzey retired in June 2013. When Amnesty International spoke to him in September 2014 
– to find out why the prosecution had not moved forward - he said that he had been ready to bring 
charges of malicious destruction (déstruction méchante) of buildings under Article 110 of the Penal 
Code against those who had ordered the demolitions, including the senior official in the Provincial 
Ministry of Interior and the senior commander of the Mine Police as well as drivers of the EGMF ve-
hicles, but that he had been instructed by officials in Kinshasa and in the Provincial Government not 
to do so. He was told the case had political implications, and that the Governor would ensure that 
compensation would be provided to the villagers whose losses he had tallied in his files. 

Augustin Nzey told researchers that his retirement was announced publicly in June 2013 and took 
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immediate effect – he had not been informed of it in advance. According to Augustin Nzey, an official 
in Kinshasa, whom he did not name, told him that his retirement was a result of his investigation into 
the demolitions at Kawama, which had been too thorough and had put pressure on the authorities. 

Amnesty International also met with the Public Prosecutor in September 2014 to inquire about the 
lack of progress on the Kawama case. The Public Prosecutor could not explain why no action had 
been taken on the files between 2012 and 2014, or why the current Assistant Public Prosecutor, 
who had replaced Augustin Nzey, had not reviewed the files in the 14 months since taking up the 
post. He stated that the case would now move forward.

When asked about the circumstances surrounding Augustin Nzey’s retirement, the Public Prosecu-
tor told researchers that it was in accordance with the Magistrates’ Statute. According to this Statute, 
magistrates must retire either when they reach 65 years of age or have 35 years of continuous serv-
ice.120 The Public Prosecutor said that no exceptions are made to the application of these rules. 

Augustin Nzey refuted the Public Prosecutor’s claims. He explained that he did not meet the criteria 
for mandatory retirement; he was only 62 at the time of his enforced retirement121 and, although 
he had been appointed as a magistrate 35 years prior to his retirement, he had neither 35 years 
continuous or cumulative service as he, along with more than 300 other magistrates, had been dis-
missed by the former President Laurent-Désiré Kabila under Presidential Decree 144 of 6 Novem-
ber 1998. He did not work again until November 2003 when the current President, Joseph Kabila, 
nullified the decree.122 Other magistrates whose careers had been interrupted by the Presidential 
Decree had not, according to Augustin Nzey, been required to retire after 35 years of service. 
Amnesty International wrote to the Minister of Justice and the Public Prosecutor, and asked them 
to comment on the allegations made by Augustin Nzey. At the time of printing, no response had 
been received.

CoMPensAtIon neGotIAtIons

During his investigations into the Kawama demolitions, the Assistant Public Prosecutor carried out 
an assessment of the damage to each household resulting from the demolitions. 

Amnesty International spoke to community members, including the committee members of the 
community group, Association de défense des intérêts de Kawama (ADIK), about the compensa-
tion negotiations. They informed researchers that the Office of the Provincial Governor had sought 
to achieve a settlement with the villagers and that they had met with the Governor’s Chief of Staff 

A bulldozer demolishes a 
brick structure during the 
forced eviction of hundreds 
of residents at Kawama, 
DRC on 24 November 
2009. Picture taken from a 
video of events
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(Directeur de cabinet) on three occasions in 2011. The villagers were told that the Governor’s office 
had considered the assessment of damages by Augustin Nzey, but had felt it necessary to simplify 
the process by clustering the victims into four categories on the basis of the quality and size of their 
housing and whether they operated businesses (see table below). The villagers were only orally 
informed of this proposal by the Governor’s office and were not provided with a copy.123 

According to members of ADIK, several weeks after their last meeting with the Chief of Staff, resi-
dents of Kawama were asked to meet with his secretary. She told them that the province could not 
pay the amount originally calculated as it was considered too high and she showed them a reduced 
set of figures which reduced the number of categories to three. She told the villagers that their ac-
ceptance would trigger payment and asked them to verify a list of victims. The residents, feeling they 
had no other option, accepted the reduced amounts on the same day that these had been proposed 
to them. However, since then, there has been no follow-up. Their requests for further meetings were 
not accepted, even though they staged a demonstration outside the Governor’s official residence 
later in 2011. The members of ADIK did not know and could only speculate on the reasons why the 
compensation discussed was not paid.124 Amnesty International sought a meeting with the Gover-
nor’s office in September 2014 but was not granted one and subsequently wrote on 4 November 
2014 to the Governor’s office to obtain its version of events. At the time of printing the report, it had 
not received a response. 

  PROPOSED COMPENSATION FIGURES 

All figures in US$ Original proposal Reduced proposal 

Category 1: Large houses and businesses 20,000 6,000

Category 2: Large durable brick houses 15,000 3,000

Category 3: Small brick houses 10,000

1500 (for categories 3 and 4)
Category 4: Basic housing, including one 
bedroom houses and non-brick housing) 6,000

ACtIons BY FoRRest GRoUP

Following the demolitions the Forrest Group stated that it took action aimed at “a fair and sustainable 
solution for the creuseurs and the company”.125  According to the company “a census of creuseurs 
by the authorities took place in January and February 2010. Subsequent to this census some 1,981 
individuals were given an ‘aide’ of US$300 each to leave the village of Kawama and move elsewhere.126 
Amnesty International was not able to establish if this amount represented adequate compensation 
for the losses of the creuseurs, who were victims of forced evictions on 24 and 25 November. 

The Forrest Group did not offer any compensation to the villagers and the company has, as noted 
earlier, consistently denied that the homes of villagers were demolished during the operation of 24 
and 25 November 2009. 

In a letter dated 17 November 2014 Forrest Group, responding to Amnesty International’s evidence 
of human rights violations at Kawama in 2009, did not repeat its denial that villagers’ homes were 
demolished. However, the company stated that it was not responsible for any damage done and that 
responsibility lay with the Congolese authorities. The full letter is reproduced in Annex 1.

ACtIon In BeLGIUM, FoRRest GRoUP’s HoMe stAte127

In April 2012 human rights groups, Action contre l’impunité pour les droits humains (ACIDH), Rights 
and Accountability in Development (RAID), La Fédération internationale des ligues des droits de 
l’homme (FIDH), Ligue des droits de l’homme, Ligue des Electeurs and Groupe Lotus filed a com-
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plaint with a Belgian agency – the National Contact Point (NCP) – against the Forrest Group under 
the OECD Guidelines referenced above.128 The NCP is a complaint mechanism which each State 
that adheres to the OECD Guidelines must establish to, among other things, receive and examine 
complaints of alleged breaches of the Guidelines by companies domiciled or headquartered in their 
territory. The NCP is an institution usually housed within or linked to a government department; in 
Belgium it is linked to the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

The NGOs claimed that EGMF and the parent company, Forrest Group, breached the OECD 
Guidelines because they failed to act appropriately to prevent the demolitions and were – according 
to the NGOs – involved in the destruction.129 According to the NGOs, the complaint was filed only 
after it became clear that the Congolese authorities were blocking an inquiry by the Assistant Public 
Prosecutor into the forced evictions and when all attempts to have a constructive dialogue with the 
company in the DRC and Belgium had been rebuffed.130 

At the initial stages, the Belgian NCP offered mediation and insisted that it would not assess whether 
the Guidelines had been breached.131 Forrest Group has stated that the NCP carried out a thorough 
examination of the dossier and was unable to make a determination of responsibility in that matter.132 
However, responding to Amnesty International’s queries on the case, the NCP stated that it “had 
not enough information to state who was responsible for these acts. The NCP has no examination 
capacity and we put the emphasis on problem solving.”133

In September 2012, just before mediation under the Guidelines was due to start, the Forrest Group 
announced that it had sold its shares in CMSK to Gécamines. The NCP decided that on the basis 
of the information available to it from the NGOs and from the Belgian diplomatic service, it would 
not make a decision on responsibility in the matter.134 At the request of the NCP, the Forrest Group 
offered to carry out work through its charitable foundation to benefit the residents of Kawama 
including rehabilitating a water access point, improving maternal health provision and constructing a 
dispensary or pharmacy.135 This offer was rejected by the victims as being insufficient in comparison 
to their losses.136 The NCP stated that it regretted that the mediation had not been successful and 
recommended that Forrest Group carry out the actions it had proposed.137 The NGOs who had taken 
the complaint publicly stated that there was nothing to stop the Forrest Group from carrying out 
philanthropic works to benefit the population of Kawama but the proposed actions did not mitigate 
the impacts of the demolitions on the affected families.138  

According to Forrest Group in a letter to Amnesty International, the Consul-General of Belgium car-
ried out enquiries on the site in the summer of 2012. 139 The NCP’s press release setting out its final 
decision indicates that the Belgian diplomatic service had provided it with information regarding the 
matter.140 However, the Belgian NCP told Amnesty International that the information was confidential 
and could not be shared.141

HoMe stAte ResPonsIBILItY

Home State governments, such as Belgium, have an obligation, grounded in international law, to 
regulate companies domiciled or headquartered in their territory to ensure they do not infringe on 
human rights when operating abroad, including through subsidiaries.142 

The responsibility of the home State, or a State other than the one in which human rights abuses oc-
cur, does not diminish the legal responsibility of the host State. In a statement specifically address-
ing home State obligations, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the body 
charged with overseeing the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights says 
that States in whose jurisdiction companies have their main seat should take measures to prevent 
human rights abuses abroad “without … diminishing the obligations of the host States under the 
Covenant.”143 A home State’s obligations – or the obligations of States other than the host State – are 
parallel and complementary to those of the host State and respond to different rationales. Whereas 
the obligations of a host State correspond to its ability to exercise effective control over its territory, 
the obligations of other States are based on, and will be shaped by, other factors, such as their abil-
ity to take action to protect rights, in both legal and practical terms, under the circumstances.
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tHe Un GUIDIn G PRInCIPLes on BUsIness AnD HUMAn RIGHts AnD 
BeLGIUM’s nAtIonAL ACtIon PLAn

Belgium does not at present have a national legislative or policy framework that requires its compa-
nies to respect human rights extraterritorially. In order to implement the UN Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights, several governments are developing National Action Plans (NAPs). 
Belgium is currently in the process of draftding its NAP. This offers the Belgian government the 
opportunity to institute a range of legal and policy reforms to ensure that Belgian companies act 
with due diligence in their operations outside Belgium and that, where human rights abuses occur, 
Belgium will hold companies to account and ensure that victims can access remedial mechanisms 
inside Belgium if they need and wish to do so.

CURRent tHReAts to LUKUnI-GARe
On the 30 May 2014 a delegation led by the Provincial Minister of Interior and the Provincial Minister of 
Mines, and including CMSK, the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Re-
public of the Congo (MONUSCO), the media and a number of NGOs, visited the Luiswishi mine. The visit was 
organised in response to NGO concerns about reports by villagers and the media that state security forces 
attempting to control the activities of creuseurs in the area had used excessive force resulting in deaths 
and injuries to both creuseurs and villagers.144  During this visit the government officials reportedly stated 
that the Lukuni-Gare neighbourhood would be demolished due to the presence of tents which, according 
to government officials, indicated the presence of creuseurs. According to residents of Lukuni-Gare, the 
government officials did not propose alternative housing or mention compensation.145

On 26 June another delegation – this time comprising the Provincial Minister of Interior, the District Police 
Commissioner (Commissaire de district), Territorial Administrator, the secretary of the District du Haut 
Katanga, and a police colonel, who is the head of the territorial detachment - visited Lukuni-Gare and 
informed residents that they had to ensure the removal of all tents from Lukuni-Gare, otherwise they would 
return on 17 July to demolish the village.146  The residents of Lukuni-Gare have never received an official re-
location or demolition notice,147 nor has the village Chief.148 The tents were removed and the government did 
not take any action. According to the villagers, tents in Lukuni-Gare, numbering 20-30 in July, belonged to 
creuseurs, who had been authorised by villagers to erect tents within their plots, and to permanent residents 
who had not been able to rebuild their homes following the 2009 demolitions.149 One of the Lukuni-Gare vil-
lagers interviewed by Amnesty International - whose house had been demolished in 2009 - indicated that 
since 2009, he had been operating a business under a tent, and that he had had to take down this tent in 
July 2014 as a result of the current threats and was now operating it under a tree.150

On 24 September 2014 Amnesty International researchers spoke to the Territorial Administrator about the 
situation at Lukuni-Gare and the threatened demolitions. He stated that CMSK had complained about the 
creuseurs’ activities and he confirmed that the Provincial Government had threatened to demolish the vil-
lage unless the residents of Lukuni-Gare dissociated themselves from the creuseurs. He also confirmed that 
the demolitions had not proceeded on 17 July as the tents had been removed. The Territorial Administrator 
told researchers that there were no plans to relocate the villagers. But he also stated that he believed it was 
up to them to ensure creuseurs did not take up residence in the village and that if the people of Lukuni-Gare 
did not do this, their homes were at risk of demolition.

The position outlined by the Territorial Administrator is completely inconsistent with international human 
rights law. It is a threat of collective punishment against the people of Lukuni-Gare. It is also a wholly ille-
gitimate means of law enforcement, threatening people’s homes and livelihoods unless they carry out tasks 
that are the responsibility of law enforcement. The Congolese police are responsible for addressing criminal 
acts such as theft but they must do so in a manner that is consistent with human rights law and standards 
on the use of force and firearms.
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4/ ConCLUsIons AnD ReCoMMenDAtIons
Five years after the demolition of their homes in Kawama, the affected villagers have received no 
remedy. Those at Lukuni-Gare are living with the threat of further forced evictions. The DRC govern-
ment has not ensured provision of any compensation to them, despite the evidence that they were 
subjected to forced evictions. The creuseurs who had moved into the area in the months before the 
demolitions were given financial assistance by the company to relocate. 

No action has been taken on an investigation by the Assistant Public Prosecutor. The authorities have 
neither apologised for the forced evictions nor guaranteed that they will not be repeated. Despite 
evidence of illegal action by several actors, no charges have been brought, the investigation files have 
been ignored and the investigating prosecutor has been side-lined. The manner in which the demoli-
tions were ordered on 24 November raises serious questions about whether the demolitions and 
forced evictions were carried out as a punitive measure. There is evidence of political interference in 
the criminal investigation. The failure of the DRC authorities to provide remedy or to ensure account-
ability for the forced evictions is a breach of the country’s international legal obligations. 

The Forest Group, a joint venture majority owned by EGMF, requested the intervention of the authori-
ties in spite of the real risk that human rights abuses would occur. The forced evictions were carried out 
using mine vehicles, operated by mine staff who were directed by company officials to go to Kawama.

Forrest Group’s public version of the events of 24 and 25 November 2009 is not consistent with the 
facts. Forrest Group has made false statements which have significantly undermined the right to 
remedy of the people of Kawama. The company did not act with due diligence to prevent or address 
human rights violations linked to its operations. The Forrest Group bears responsibility for aiding 
forced evictions. Its ongoing denial that the company has any responsibility to provide a remedy to 
the victims of the Kawama forced evictions is contrary to international standards on business and 
human rights.

In this case both the state and the companies involved have a responsibility to ensure an effective 
remedy, and should cooperate to this end. However, neither the state nor companies should use 
each other’s failures as a justification for failing to take the action clearly required by international 
law and standards.

In spite of the foreseeable risk of human rights abuses, CMSK, now owned solely by Gécamines, 
continues to ask the government to remove creuseurs from areas near the Luiswishi mine. CMSK 
was present when government authorities threatened to demolish the homes of villagers in Lukuni-
Gare in July 2014 in order to address the company’s concerns about the activities of artisanal min-
ers. It has not taken any public steps to protest against these threats. 

Belgium, as a home State for the Forrest Group, has not taken any action to hold the Forrest Group 
to account for its failure to respect human rights in Kawama. The NCP process did not deliver any 
reparation for those affected. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DRC AUTHORITIES

n Ensure that all victims of the forced evictions in Kawama on 24 and 25 November 2009 are 
provided an effective remedy, including adequate compensation.

n Take all steps necessary to ensure the prosecution, in accordance with international standards 
for fair trial, of all individuals for whom there is credible evidence implicating them in ordering, 
carrying out and providing material support to the commission of criminal offences and serious 
human rights violations as part of the forced evictions in Kawama. 

n  Refrain from any demolitions, or threats of demolitions, of homes as a means of controlling 
activities of creuseurs. 
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n Refrain from carrying out further forced evictions and ensure that the legal and procedural safe-
guards required by international law are put in place prior to carrying out any evictions.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO FORREST GROUP  

n Acknowledge the human rights abuses that occurred as a result of the demolition of homes on 
24 and 25 November 2009 and its responsibility for contributing to these human rights abuses.

n As the majority shareholder and operating company of CMSK at the time of the forced evic-
tions, take action to ensure the villagers of Kawama receive adequate reparation, including full 
compensation for all losses caused by the demolitions. 

n Put in place adequate human rights due diligence systems to ensure the company does not 
commit or contribute to human rights abuses wherever it operates, and publicly disclose the 
actions taken to this end. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO GéCAMINES

n  Publicly oppose any demolitions, or threats to demolish homes, as a means of controlling activi-
ties of creuseurs, and when requesting interventions by public security forces engage with the 
authorities to ensure that these interventions are carried out in conformity with human rights 
standards, including those on the use of force and on evictions.

n As the sole owner of CMSK at present, ensure CMSK takes action to ensure the villagers of 
Kawama receive adequate reparation, including full compensation for all losses caused by the 
demolitions.

n Publicly commit to respect human rights throughout the company’s operations and put in place 
adequate systems to ensure it does not commit or contribute to the commission of human rights 
abuses, and publicly disclose the actions taken in this regard.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO BELGIUM

n Immediately engage with Forrest Group and call on it to ensure a remedy for the human rights 
abuses caused by the demolitions in Kawama in 2009.

n Engage with the DRC authorities to urge them to investigate and act upon human rights abuses 
that occurred at Kawama and to put in place adequate systems to protect the rights of mine-
affected communities. Provide the government of the DRC with technical support to improve 
conditions in Katanga’s mining areas in this regard.

n Institute legal and policy reforms to require companies domiciled or headquartered in Belgium 
to carry out adequate human rights due diligence throughout their global operations and to put 
in place safeguard measures to ensure that any Belgian state support, including through export 
credits, insurance support or diplomatic support, is made conditional upon the company carry-
ing out adequate human rights due diligence in relation to its operations.
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enDnotes
1 Amnesty International interviews with: eyewitnesses from Kawama, August 2013 in Kawama, Katanga, DRC; 
representatives of the companies, Entreprise Générale Malta Forrest (EGMF) and its parent company Groupe Forrest 
International, August, 2013 in Lubumbashi, Katanga, DRC. The demolitions are also recorded in the official investigation 
files of the Parquet Général de Lubumbashi, in files date stamped 29 January 2011. These files are publicly available. 
Amnesty International received portions of an official copy of these files from the Forrest Group. It also saw an official 
copy of these files, obtained through an access to information request by the NGO Action Contre l’impunité pour les 
droits humains (ACIDH). 

2 Testimony of the Chief of Kawama, investigation files of the Parquet Général de Lubumbashi, date stamped 29 
January 2011.

3  Amnesty International interview with the former Assistant Public Prosecutor, 25 September 2014 in Lubumbashi, DRC.

4  The village comprises 7 quartiers or neighbourhoods: Lukuni-Gare Gare, Bikwano, Sampasa, Kandulu, Beria, 
Sokoto and Kalubamba. According to the Chief of Kawama, only Lukuni-Gare Gare, Bikwano and Sampasa were affected 
by the demolitions, Amnesty International interview with the Chief of Kawama, 25 September 2014.

5 Testimony of a senior official from the Provincial Ministry of the Interior of Katanga and a police officer, investigation 
files of the Parquet Général de Lubumbashi, date stamped 29 January 2011. EGMF and eyewitnesses from Kawama 
also confirmed in interviews with Amnesty International in August 2013 that the police operation was to clear out creu-
seurs who were allegedly illegally mining in on the CMSK concession.

6 Testimonies of a senior Entreprise Générale Malta Forrest (EGMF) official, ADG of EGMF, senior official from the 
Provincial Ministry of the Interior of Katanga and the Battalion Commander of the Military Police and bulldozer drivers, 
investigation files of the Parquet Général de Lubumbashi, date stamped 29 January 2011.

7 Testimony of a senior EGMF official and bulldozer drivers, investigation files of the Parquet Général de Lubumbashi, 
date stamped 29 January 2011. Letter from Groupe Forrest International  to Amnesty International dated 6 June 2013.

8 Gécamines. See website: http://gecamines.cd/

9 Testimony of senior Entreprise Générale Malta Forrest (EGMF) official and bulldozer drivers, investigation files of 
the Parquet Général de Lubumbashi, date stamped 29 January 2011.

10 Groupe Forrest International (GFI S.A.) is a limited company, under Belgian law, based at Wavre in Belgium. GFI 
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! I!

'H'-!/3!1,'(!,*H'!-21!('1!&'*0,'%!*!7$00'773$4!02-04$7/2-9!1,*1!1,'!W&2H/-0'!23!E*1*-+*!
*00'W17!/17!7,*&'!23!&'7W2-7/5/4/1(S!
!
!
.'*&!./&'012&9!
!
C-!"c!d$-'!IJ"K9!*!IY`('*&`24%!8*-!U*7!7,21!%'*%!/-!024%!5422%!*1!E*U*8*S!!
N,'! >-1&'W&/7'! )b-b&*4'! T*41*! O2&&'71! [>)TO]! 32&8'&4(! *! W*&1-'&! /-! 1,'! T/-/-+!
A28W*-(! 23! :2$1,! E*1*-+*! _2/-1! H'-1$&'! [AT:E]! *42-+7/%'! )b0*8/-'79! -2! 42-+'&!
2W'&*1'%!1,'!02WW'&!*-%!025*41!8/-'!23!?$/7U/7,/S!!N,'!$-32&1$-*1'!H/01/8!U*7!*!%/++'&9!
/S'S!2-'!23!1,27'!W'2W4'!U,2!/44'+*44(!%/+!2&'!12!7'44!*1!8/7'&*54'!W&/0'7!12!*-!2&+*-/7'%!
/-32&8*4! 7$WW4(! 0,*/-! *-%! 2-'! 1,*1! /7! 028W4'1'4(! /44'+*4! U/1,! &'+*&%! 12! 1,'! 4*U7! *-%!
&'+$4*1/2-7!23!1,'!02$-1&(S!6-!*%%/1/2-!12!1,/7!W'&72-!U,2!%/'%9!1U2!21,'&!%/++'&7!U'&'!
&'W2&1'%!8/77/-+S!
!
C3! *44! 1,'7'! 1&*+/0! 'H'-17! 23! d$-'! _$71! *7! 1,27'9! 'X$*44(! 1&*+/09!U,/0,! 122^! W4*0'! *! 3'U!
82-1,7!'*&4/'&9! 0*$7/-+! 7'H'&*4!W'2W4'! 12! &'0'/H'!5$44'1!U2$-%79! 1,'&'! /7!-2! 1&*0'!*-%!
-21!'H'-!*!U2&%!2-!1,'!U'5!7/1'7!23!2&+*-/7*1/2-7!%'%/0*1'%!12!%'3'-%/-+!,$8*-!&/+,17!
2&!2-!1,27'!23!1,'/&!A2-+24'7'!5&*-0,'7!2&!02&&'7W2-%'-17S!
C-'!0*-!5$1!&'+*&%!1,/7!%'*3'-/-+!7/4'-0'!U/1,!*712-/7,8'-1S!
#-%! ('19! *! 3'U! 23! 1,'7'! 7'4'01/H'4(! H2/0'4'77! 2&+*-/7*1/2-79! ,*H'! 7,2U-9! U/1,2$1!
/-1'&&$W1/2-9! 1,&2$+,2$1! 1,'7'! W*71! 3/H'! ('*&79! *! ,$+'! /-1'&'71! /-! 1,'! /-0/%'-17! 1,*1!
200$&&'%! /-! G2H'85'&! IJJY! /-! 1,'! 7*8'! 420*4/1(! 23! E*U*8*! 5$1! 1,/7! 1/8'9! *-%! H'&(!
32&1$-*1'4(9!U/1,!-2!%'*1,7!*-%!-2!&'W2&17!23!W'2W4'!+2/-+!8/77/-+S!
!
#1! 1,'! 1/8'!23! 1,'!'H'-17!23!IJJY9! 1,'!?$/7U/7,/!8/-'!U*7!2W'&*1'%!5(!AT:E9! *! _2/-1`
H'-1$&'!/-!U,/0,!>)TO9!*!7$57/%/*&(!23!1,'!)&2$W'!O2&&'71!,'4%!QJa!*42-+7/%'!1,'!KJa!
71*^'!23!)b0*8/-'79!*!028W*-(!5'42-+/-+!12!1,'!A2-+24'7'!:1*1'S!
#1! 1,'! 1/8'! 23! 1,'! 1&*+/0! 'H'-17! 23! d$-'! IJ"K9! /-! 2&%'&! 12! *H2/%! *-(! 02-3$7/2-! *-%!
8/7/-1'&W&'1*1/2-9!U'!U/7,!12!'8W,*7/7'!1,'!3*01!1,*1!>)TO!U*7!-2!42-+'&!/-H24H'%!/-!
1,'!8*-*+'8'-1!23!AT:E!2&!/-!1,'!2W'&*1/2-!23!1,'!8/-'S!!
61! /7!1,/7!&'1$&-!12!1,'!W*71!U,/0,!/7!1,'!320$7!23!#8-'71(!6-1'&-*1/2-*4\7!'-X$/&(!/-!/17!
4'11'&!P'3M!NA!#OP!QIRIJ"KSJJ"!%*1'%!IV!C0125'&!IJ"KS!
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! c!

#-%! /3! _$71! 2-'! U2&%! U'&'! -''%'%! 12! 7$8! $W! 1,'! '-X$/&(9! 1,'! *WW&2*0,! *-%! 1,'!
W&20'%$&'9!*!7/-+4'!U2&%!U2$4%!/8W27'!/17'43M!=CDG.6G)S!
!
L'79!/1!/7!H'&(!8$0,!*!X$'71/2-!23!$-U*&&*-1'%!,2$-%/-+!9!5'0*$7'9!/-!2$&!,$854'!H/'U9!
1,'! -254'! *-%! 4*$%*54'! *01/H/1(! 23! %'3'-%/-+! ,$8*-! &/+,179! /7! 3/&71! *-%! 32&'8271! *!
W&20'77! &221'%! /-! _$71/0'! *-%! 3*/&-'77S! T2&'2H'&9! U'! ,*H'! *4U*(7! 5'4/'H'%9! *-%! 71/44!
5'4/'H'9!3/&84(!1,*1!/-!1,/7!3/'4%9!12!5'!3*/&!*-%!'X$/1*54'9!/1!/7!/8W'&*1/H'!12!,*H'!*!cQJe!
W'&7W'01/H'!*-%!*H2/%!02-1'-1/-+!2-'7'43!U/1,!*!W/'0'8'*4!H/'U!U,/0,9!5'0*$7'!W*&1/*49!
U/44! /-'H/1*54(!5'!5/*7'%S! !T2&'2H'&9!U'! 3/&84(!5'4/'H'! 1,*1!%/33'&'-1!71*-%*&%7!0*--21!
*WW4(!12!1,'!%'3'-0'!23!,$8*-!&/+,17S!
!
6-! 1,'! 4/+,1! 23! 2$&! 42-+! 'fW'&/'-0'! /-! 1,/7! 71&*1'+/0! 7'012&! 521,! *1! 1,'! -*1/2-*4! *-%!
/-1'&-*1/2-*4! 4'H'479! 2$&! 5'4/'3! 12%*(! /7! 1,*1! /1! 7,2$4%! 5'! *-*4(7'%! $7/-+! *! H'&(! U/%'!
320$7S!6-!*%%/1/2-9!/1!7''87!12!$7!/8W'&*1/H'!*-%!$&+'-1!12!2&+*-/7'!*!0*48!*-%!/-04$7/H'!
02-7$41*1/2-! /-H24H/-+! *44! 1,'! W4*('&7! 23! 1,'! 0,*/-! 12! '-7$&'! 5'11'&! 7$WW2&1! 32&! 1,'!
&'7W'01! 23! ,$8*-! &/+,17! U,/0,9! /1! 7,2$4%! 5'! &'8'85'&'%9! *&'! -21! 2-4(! 1,27'! 23! 1,'!
%/++'&7S! 61! /7! /-! 1,/7! U*(9! U'! 5'4/'H'9! 1,*1! 5(! U2&^/-+! *44! 12+'1,'&9! U'! 0*-! '-+*+'! *!
828'-1$8!*/8'%!*1!W$11/-+!*-!'-%! 12! 1,'!%/72&%'&!*-%!0,*27!7^/43$44(!8*/-1*/-'%!5(!
8*3/*7!U,29!-21!02-1'-1!7/8W4(!12!02-71*-14(!'-%*-+'&!1,'!4/H'7!23!W22&!%/++'&79!*&'!*472!
&'*4!2571*04'7!12!W&/H*1'!/-/1/*1/H'!*-%!1,'!+&*H'%/++'&7!23!1,'!'02-28(!23!2$&!02$-1&(S!
N,'7'!8*3/*7!U,2! 'fW42/1! 1,'! W2H'&1(! 23! 1,'! %/++'&7! *&'! -21! 'H'-!8'-1/2-'%! /-! (2$&!
4'11'&S!C-'!0*-!5$1!&'+*&%!1,/7!*712-/7,8'-1!122S!
!
6-!2$&!&24'!*7!*-!/-H'712&!2W'&*1/-+!U/1,/-!1,'!4*U!5'0*$7'!U'!*&'!02-0'&-'%!12!&'7W'01!
1,'!4*U7!*-%!&'+$4*1/2-7!23!2$&!02$-1&(9!U'!,*H'!*4U*(7!%'-2$-0'%!1,'7'!7$WW2&1'&7!23!
1,'!4'*71!'332&1!32&!1,'!8271!W&23/1!U,2!*&'!1,27'!U,2!*&'!&'*44(!&'7W2-7/54'!32&!*44!32&87!
23! H/24'-0'! *&2$-%! 1,'! 8/-'7! *7! U'44! *7! 72! 8*-(! ,$8*-! 4/H'7! 7*0&/3/0'%! 32&! 1,'/&!
'f04$7/H'!W&23/1S! 61! /7! 1,'&'32&'!*! &'7W2-7/54'!%/*42+$'!5'1U''-!*44! 1,'!W*&1/'7! 1,*1!U/44!
,'4W!12!W*0/3(!*-%!12!5'11'&!2&+*-/7'!1,/7!7W*0'!72!1,*1!1,'!8/-'!0'*7'7!12!5'!*!4/H/-+!,'44!
32&! 728'! *-%! 5'028'7! *-! 2WW2&1$-/1(! 32&! *44S! 61! /7! 1,/7! X$*4/1(! +2H'&-*-0'!U,/0,!U/44!
,'4W! 1,'!2W'&*1/-+!028W*-/'7!028W4(!5'11'&!U/1,! 1,'!+$/%/-+!W&/-0/W4'7!23! 1,'!=$8*-!
P/+,17!A288/77/2-!23!1,'!DG!*-%!A2&W2&*1'!:20/*4!P'7W2-7/5/4/1(!
!
!
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! K!

!
.'*&!./&'012&9!
!
N,'!'H'-17!23!E*U*8*!/-!G2H'85'&!IJJY!*&'!&'+&'11*54'9!5$1!'7W'0/*44(!$-*00'W1*54'S!
G2-'!23! 1,'!8*-*+'&7!2&!U2&^'&7!23!2$&!)&2$W!,*%!*-(!&'7W2-7/5/4/1(! /-! 1,'!W4*--/-+!
*-%!02-%$01!23!1,'7'!'H'-17S!N,'!)&2$W![8*-*+'&7!*-%!U2&^'&7]!U*7!%''W4(!7,20^'%!5(!
1,'!H/24'-0'!23!1,'7'!*017!1,*1!U'!0*--21!02-%'8-!71&2-+4(!'-2$+,S!
@'!%''W4(!&'+&'1!1,'!02-3$7/2-!*-%!8/f/-+!23!3*017!8*%'!5(!0'&1*/-!/-1'&-*1/2-*4!,$8*-!
&/+,17! 2&+*-/7*1/2-7! 1,*1!U'! &'7W'01! *-%!*WW&'0/*1'! 32&! 1,'/&! 7*3'+$*&%/-+! &24'9! 4*(/-+!
1,'!&'7W2-7/5/4/1(!32&!*017!1,*1!U'!%/%!-21!0288/1!*1!2$&!%22&!*-%!1,*1!5'7/%'79!5'0*$7'!
1,'(!*&'!02-1&*&(!12!2$&!'1,/079!U2$4%!/-!-2!U*(!2&!32&8!71'8!3&28!$7S!
6-!8(! 4'11'&! 23! Q! d$-'! IJ"c9! 6!8'-1/2-'%! 1,'! &24'! 23! *! <&/1/7,!G)C! *-%! /17! A2-+24'7'!
5&*-0,!U,/0,!*&'!5',/-%!1,'!8'%/*!02H'&*+'!23! 1,/7!0*7'!*-%!1,'!&'3$7*4! 12!'-1'&! /-12!
*-(!%/*42+$'S!@'!,*H'! 1,'!W,(7/0*4! 'H/%'-0'! 1,*1! 1,/7!G)C!U/7,'7! 12!W&2H2^'! 1&2$54'!
U/1,! 1,'! 028W*-/'7! *-%! 1,'! W'&72-! 23! )'2&+'! O2&&'71S! N,'! X$'71/2-7! (2$! *7^! $7! *&'!
1,'&'32&'!*44!1*/-1'%!5(!1,/7!5*7/0!'4'8'-1S!!
!
.'*&!./&'012&9!
6!257'&H'!1,*1!(2$&!4'11'&!%2'7!-21!8'-1/2-!*-(!X$'71/2-/-+!23!1,'!028W*-(!AT:E9!!1,'!
,24%'&!23!1,'!8/-/-+!W'&8/17!*-%!2W'&*1/-+!&/+,17!32&!1,'!?$/7U/7,/!8/-'9!-2&!*-(!*01/2-!
*+*/-71!1,27'!&'7W2-7/54'!32&!1,'!H/24'-0'9!-*8'4(!1,'!$-/17!23!1,'!A2-+24'7'!W24/0'!*-%!
1,'/&!7$W'&/2&7S! 6! 7''!-2!7'&/2$7!+&2$-%! /-! 1,/7!7'4'01/H/1(! /-! 1,'!*11*0^7S!N,'!%'7/&'! 12!
,*&8!2$&!028W*-(!2-4(!71*-%7!2$1!82&'!71&2-+4(S!
!
N,'!12-'!23!(2$&!4'11'&!23!IV!C0125'&!/7!/-X$/7/12&/*4!*-%!7$7W/0/2$7S!6!0*--21!*00'W1!1,/79!
,*H/-+!*4U*(7!%'82-71&*1'%!8(!U/44/-+-'77!12!%/*42+$'!U/1,!(2$&!2&+*-/7*1/2-!*7!U/1,!
21,'&!G)C:!U,/0,!,*H'!02-1*01'%!8'S!#-%!*7!*!&'8/-%'&M!
!
"S!
6!U*7!-21!*1!1,'!,'*%!23!1,'!028W*-(!*1!1,'!1/8'!23!1,'!'H'-17!23!IJJYS!!
6! 02$4%!-21! 1,'&'32&'!,*H'!,*%! 1,'! 74/+,1'71!%'7/&'! 12!^-2U/-+4(!,/%'! 1,/7!2&! 1,*1! 3*01S!
N,'&'32&'9!6!%/%!-21!*01!*7!(2$!7*(S!!
!
IS!
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! g!

N,'!%'71&$01/2-!23!02-71&$01/2-7!U*7!$-/4*1'&*44(!%'0/%'%!5(! 1,'!A2-+24'7'!W24/0'!*-%!
*$1,2&/1/'7S!N,/7!'8'&+'7!H'&(!04'*&4(!3&28!*44!,'*&/-+7!5'32&'!1,'!W$54/0!W&27'0$12&S!@'!
02-3/&8!1,/7!2-0'!*+*/-!12%*(S!!
N,'! 3/&71! %*(! 23! 7'*&0,'7! *1! ?$^$-/! :1*1/2-9! Ic! G2H'85'&! IJJY9! /-%''%! 122^! W4*0'!
W'*0'3$44(9!U/1,2$1! /-0/%'-17!*-%!U/1,2$1!%'71&$01/2-S!L2$!%2!-21!8'-1/2-! 1,/7!%*(! /-!
(2$&!4'11'&9!U,/0,!U'!3/-%!7$&W&/7/-+S!
C-!IK!G2H'85'&9!1,'!3/&71!7'*&0,'7!*1!E*U*8*!U'-1!5*%4(M!*-!>)TO!!1&$0^!U*7!7'1!2-!
3/&'9!1,'!028W*-(\7!'8W42(''7!,*&*77'%9!H/24'-1!*01/2-7!5(!1,'!%/++'&7SSS!O2442U'%!5(!1,'!
*&&/H*4! 23! W24/0'! &'/-32&0'8'-179! 1,'! &'X$/7/1/2-/-+! 23! H',/04'7! 5(! 1,'! W24/0'! *-%! 1,'!
%'71&$01/2-!23!1,'!%/++'&7\!02-71&$01/2-7!*1!E*U*8*!5(!1,'!W24/0'S!!
C-!Ig!G2H'85'&9!1,'!W24/0'!&'1$&-'%S!N,'(!122^!728'!H',/04'7!*-%!%'71&2('%!*!7'&/'7!23!
02-71&$01/2-7! *1! ?$^$-/`:1*1/2-S! N,/7! /-1'&H'-1/2-! 7$&W&/7'%! 'H'&(2-'! *-%! U*7! -21!
32&'7''*54'S! ! O2442U/-+! 1,/7!-'U!&'X$/7/1/2-9!2-!Ig!G2H'85'&9! 1,'! 028W*-(!02-1*01'%!
1,'!W&2H/-0/*4!*$1,2&/1/'7!/-!2&%'&!12!1&(!12!0*48!1,'!7/1$*1/2-!%2U-S!
!
cS!
C$&!028W*-(!U*7!32&0'%!12!,*-%!2H'&!1U2!H',/04'7!12!1,'!W24/0'!$-%'&!1,'/&!02'&0/2-S!
#8-'71(! ^-2U7! 1,*1! 5'0*$7'! /1! ,*7! 1,'! ,'*&/-+! &'W2&1! 23!T&!G*U'h/! ?$7*852! 12! 1,'!
)'-'&*4! ;&27'0$12&! 23! ?$5$85*7,/M! Z!"# $# %&'()# *+*()",# "-(# .+/&"&0$/# !1'&2(3# $33&'(1#
(20+3"(1# 45# .+/&0(# +66&0(327# 8(# "+/1# *(# &)# $# "-3($"()&)%# '+&0(# "+# *$9(# "-(# *$0-&)(2#
$'$&/$4/(#"+#"-(#.+/&0(#+66&0(32#6+3#$#:+4#$"#;$<$*$,#"-$"#&"#<$2#$#.+/&"&0$/#1(0&2&+)#$)1#"-$"#
"-(3(# <$2# )+# "&*(# "+# /+2(7# =-(# "-3($"2# <(3(# 2>0-# "-$"# ?# <$2# >)$4/(# "+# 3(2&2"# $)1# ?# <$2#
6+30(1#"+#-$)1#+'(3#"-(#*$0-&)(27#@777#A#?)#$#<+31,#@"-(5A#%+"#"-(#'(-&0/(2#>)1(3#1>3(227#B>3#
0+)2()"# <$2# "$&)"(1# 6&32"/5# 45# "-(# .3(2()0(# +6# 6+3"5# $3*(1# .+/&0(*()# $)1# 2(0+)1/5# "-(#
$1'&2(3# <-+# <$2# *$9&)%# "-3($"2# $%$&)2"# *(Z! ['f0'&W1! 3&28! 1,'! ,'*&/-+! 23! G*U'h/!
?$7*8529! /-!0,*&+'!23!1,'!8/-'!2-!1,*1!%*(9! 12!1,'!)'-'&*4!;&27'0$12&!23!?$5$85*7,/9!
"I! O'5&$*&(! IJ"J]S! #-%! 1,/7!8*-*+'&! *%%'%! 1,*1! ,'! 4'1! 1,'! H',/04'7! +2! $-%'&! 1,&'*1!
5'0*$7'!Z?#1&1)C"#<$)"#"+#3&29#*5#/&6(#$)1#4(#->*&/&$"(1#&)#63+)"#+6#*5#2>4+31&)$"(2D7!6-!1,'!
7*8'!,'*&/-+9!,'!_$71/3/'%!,/7!7$57'X$'-1!W&'7'-0'!-'*&!1,'!H',/04'7!/-!2&%'&!12!'-7$&'!
1,*1!,'!02$4%!&'02H'&!1,'8S!#1!-2!1/8'!/7!1,'&'32&'!*-(!X$'71/2-!23!1,'&'!5'/-+!*!Z02&%/*4!
&'4*1/2-7,/WZ!*7!#8-'71(!71*1'7!/-!/17!4'11'&S!G2&!/7!1,'&'!*-(!X$'71/2-!23!Z028W4/0/1(ZS#
!
KS!!
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! Q!

N,'! /-H'71/+*1/2-! 0*&&/'%! 2$1! 5(! 1,'! A2-+24'7'! _$%/0/*4! *$1,2&/1/'7! ,*7! -21! 4'%! 12! *-(!
X$'71/2-/-+!23!1,'!&24'!W4*('%!5(!AT:E!2&!/17!'8W42(''7S!
6-!*%%/1/2-! 12! 1,/7! /-H'71/+*1/2-! 32&!U,/0,!*!7'&/'7!23! &'W2&17!'f/71!*-%!0/&0$4*1'9!21,'&!
W4*('&7!,*H'!*472!5''-!X$'71/2-'%!2-! 1,'!+&2$-%M! 1,'!T2-$7029!,$8*-!&/+,17\!G)C7SSS!
G2-'! 23! 1,'7'! 71&$01$&'7! *-%R2&! 2&+*-/7*1/2-7! ,*7! X$'71/2-'%! 1,'! &24'! W4*('%! 5(! 1,'!
028W*-(! 2&! /17! '8W42(''7i! 1,'! 2-4(! 'f0'W1/2-! 028'7! 3&28! *! <&/1/7,! G)C! *-%! /17!
A2-+24'7'!5&*-0,S!
./70$77/2-7! 122^! W4*0'! 5'1U''-! 1,'! 233/0'! 23! 1,'! +2H'&-2&! *-%! 1,'! H/44*+'&7! *31'&! 1,'!
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on 24 and 25 November 2009 police in the Katanga province of the democratic Republic 
of the Congo ordered the demolition of hundreds of homes and businesses in the village of 
Kawama, next to the luiswishi mine. The demolitions occurred during a police operation to 
clear the area of small-scale miners who were allegedly stealing from the mine. There was 
no notice of the demolitions and no legal basis for them.  People were left homeless and 
many lost their livelihoods. The demolitions constitute forced evictions which are a serious 
violation of human rights. The demolitions also breached Congolese law.

Following the forced evictions, Groupe Forrest International, whose subsidiary was the mine 
operator at the time, denied that homes and businesses of permanent residents of Kawama 
had been affected. This report presents new evidence, including satellite imagery, expos-
ing the scale of the demolitions and demonstrating that the company lied about the scale 
and impact of what happened at Kawama. Amnesty International presented this evidence 
to the company but it denied any responsibility for the events at Kawama. The report also 
documents how an official investigation into the events at Kawama was shelved, apparently 
following political intervention. 

The report calls on the Congolese authorities and Groupe Forrest International to ensure 
adequate reparation for the people of Kawama. The authorities must bring charges against 
those responsible for illegal acts that resulted in human rights violations. 

The report also calls for Belgium, the home state of Groupe Forrest International, to review 
its legal and policy framework to ensure it can properly regulate Belgian multinationals – at 
home and abroad.
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